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Ministry and Money

2009-01-01

money is a key issue in today s christian faith communities but it can be a touchy subject to address with this book pastors and clergy finally have a practical resource for managing

money in the church ministry and money serves as an excellent primer on accounting practices church financial reports and church budgets throughout the authors provide real life

examples to help clarify basic approaches to issues of money

The Art of Pastoring

2012-09-27

named one of the top ten books by the academy of parish clergy hundreds of books tapes workshops and seminars promise to answer these impossible questions some offer a set of

practical guidelines others suggest a system or pattern to follow some stress various ministry functions others feature case studies as models of success or failure some are helpful

others are not but in the art of pastoring david hansen turns pastoral self help programs on their heads he tackles the perennial questions from within his own experience from the inside

out hansen s fresh bold narrative grows from nearly a decade of ministry he draws you into his life and into the lives of florence victor parish in the mountains of montana including

unforgettable encounters with unforgettable people a stubborn pioneer woman who still chops her own firewood though she s blind and 90 years old a championship rodeo cowboy who

was baptized in his boots and many more hansen s goal is to help you discover that pastoral ministry is a life not a technology that life as a pastor is far more than the sum of the tasks i

carry out it is a call from god that involves my whole life from calling to living parable every pastor has encountered those who struggle to hear god s voice in a hospital room who reach

for jesus in the sacraments no systematic answers can meet their deep eternal needs what can touch them hansen contends is a life itself a life lived as a parable of jesus as a parable

of jesus christ hansen writes i deliver something to the parishioner that i am not and in the process i deliver the parishioner into the hands of god it is this knack for getting to the heart of

things that makes the art of pastoring valuable for pastors in any setting rural suburban or urban parachurch workers missionaries church leaders and ministry volunteers will also find

inspiration here in this significantly revised new edition hansen includes new insights into his view of pastorate as parable and adds a new postlude in which he comes clean on his



constant attempts to leave the ministry

What Every Pastor Should Know

2013-04-15

pastors and church leaders are constantly faced with strategic questions how much staff does the church need how many workers are needed in the nursery this month when is the right

time to start a second worship service how many people should we train for evangelism this year how does seating and parking impact worship attendance when church leaders have

questions about planning running or growing their churches they need answers fast what every pastor should know offers pastors and leaders 101 valuable rules and sacred laws to help

answer real life ministry questions from advertising to facilities to visitation this valuable book offers the practical help that leaders need just when they need it most this comprehensive

guide will become one of the most valuable books in a leader s library never again will they wonder if they based critical decisions on the right information they ll get the answers they re

looking for all in one place

Equipped for Good Work

2014-11-21

a practical handbook for today s pastors extensively updated to aid in meeting the increased demands and challenges of twenty first century ministry this edition includes expanded

indexes reading lists and technological suggestions covering everything from policy programming to organizational management each invaluable chapter serves as a vital resource for

ministers facing the challenges of pastoral work today



The New Guidebook for Pastors

2007

the new guidebook for pastors is written in the tradition of classics like criswell s guidebook for pastors but since most pastoral guidebooks available today date back to 1980 or earlier

this new resource by mac brunson and james w bryant will offer fresh experience based encouragement to all pastors in their pursuit of excellence and development in their god called

profession among the twenty chapters are the pastor and his call the pastor and his family the pastor and his staff the pastor and worship the pastor and finances the pastor wedding and

funerals the pastor politics and moral issues and the pastor and his denomination

The Presbyterian Handbook for Pastors

2008-01-01

presbyterian handbookhas informed and amused thousands of presbyterians and other christians with a distinctive blend of historical and theological information fun filled facts and

practical tips on being a churchgoing follower of jesus christ now comesthe presbyterian handbook for pastors which captures all the essential information any pastor needs to serve and

lead in any situation in one volume complete with illustrations and bits of humor this handy resource is ideal for presbyterian pastors lay pastors seminary students candidates for ministry

and all those seeking the perfect gift for their pastors

7 Lessons for New Pastors, Second Edition

2020-12-17

in 7 lessons for new pastors leading author matthew d kim gives seminarians and new pastors a behind the scenes look at the life of a pastor drawing on his own experience as a senior

pastor and the wisdom of seasoned pastors kim seeks to prepare future ministers mentally emotionally physically relationally and spiritually for the first year so that it can be a solid



foundation for a lifetime of effective ministry both new and experienced pastors will profit from reading this book this second edition is revised and expanded including questions for

personal or group reflection and two bonus mini lessons

Practical Wisdom for Pastors

2001-04-03

as a pastor your job is filled with blessings and satisfaction as well as unique challenges and pitfalls here a ministry veteran covers virtually all of those areas with a wealth of practical

insight culled from 44 years in the pastorate blending his deep love of the word and commitment to biblical ministry curtis thomas offers a rich source of help and encouragement that will

enthuse and benefit you whether you ve pastored for five years or 50

The Heart of a Great Pastor

2006-09-05

the heart of a great pastor salutes pastors everywhere those wanting to take a fresh look at their ministries as well as those just starting out as the baton is passed to the new breed of

pastors there is a great need to help them count the cost of serving christ and equip them with the tools wisdom and encouragement from those who have gone before them h b london

jr and neil b wiseman bring their experiences and heart to pastors for such a task to the new breed they ask do you have a mentor have you examined your unique call and place in

society do you have buy in from your spouse and children do you spend as much time in the word and study as you do in the entrepreneurial pursuits of your ministry do you genuinely

love people do you really understand how invested god is in you and how important it is for you to make it here is help for young pastors and their mentors to stay strong personally while

taking churches to the edge of creative imaginative newness for christ while remaining safely anchored to the abiding and adventuresome gospel



A Primer for Pastors

2004

written by a thirty year veteran with wide ranging experience in pastoral ministry this is a must have guidebook for all beginning and bi vocational pastors

Living in Tension, 2 Volume Set

2012-08-13

if you have picked up this book chances are you are a committed follower of christ like many searching christians you are tired of religious busywork and showy piety you long for

authentic worship and meaningful service you came to christ with deep expectations of transformation and service but those passions have been starved by shallow theology and

superficial relationships you are looking for something more you are ready to sink your mind into what the bible says about the call of god the priesthood of all believers and what it

means to live for christ and his kingdom the two volume living in tension offers in depth spiritual direction on the crucial issues shaping a theology of ministry this is not a book for pastors

only webster intentionally blurs the distinction between pastor and congregation this book is for all believers who take god s call to salvation service sacrifice and simplicity seriously living

in tension provides need to know insights for every congregation pastors will find that this passionate and practical theology translates well into their own lives and into the life of the

church

Criswell Guidebook for Pastors

2000-03

a practical manual that covers the bases of pastoral life for clergy in churches of all sizes and locations



On Pastoring

2016-05-13

from one pastor to another no one is ever fully prepared for the ministry for pastors just starting out those needing a little rebalancing or those growing tired in the trenches a short guide

to the basics is a welcome relief in on pastoring h b charles gives 30 instructive reflections on the pastor s heart leadership and public ministry covering topics like cultivating personal

godliness prioritizing your family guarding your ministry effectiveness planning preparing and preaching sermons balancing pastoral roles and duties being a pastor means wearing many

hats weathering lots of pressure and bearing great responsibility let h b charles be a trusted advisor as you do the serious work of shepherding a flock of god

Equipped for Good Work

2012

a practical handbook that has served pastors time and time again extensively updated to aid in meeting the increased demands and challenges of twenty first century ministry this edition

includes expanded indexes and reading lists covering everything from technology to organizational management each invaluable chapter serves as a vital resource for ministers facing

new challenges of pastoral work today

Working the Angles

1987

eugene peterson issues a provocative call for pastors to abandon their preoccupation with image and standing administration success and economic viability and to return to the three

basic acts critical to the pastoral ministry praying reading scripture and giving spiritual direction



Small Church, Excellent Ministry

2017-12-21

pastors of smaller membership churches have a huge calling they are responsible for changing the world rather than look at the small number of members in their congregations as a

limitation pastors should view their congregations as an elite force able to impact their communities for the kingdom of god small church excellent ministry is a handbook designed for

pastors serving in smaller membership churches this book will help you to conduct your ministry with excellence written by practitioners and professors the information provided in this

book is on the vanguard of pastoral ministry and is useful for training pastors to be leaders of their churches

Practical Psychology for Pastors, 2nd Edition

2010-05-01

this practical handbook takes a totally fresh approach to the work of pastoral counselors by drawing on recent research and developments in the health and behavioral sciences

thoroughly revised and updated this edition incorporates new or expanded coverage of topics such as a new chapter on pastoral self care which offers advice on maintaining

psychological health avoiding crisis and preventing personal and occupational burnout the integration of counseling with other pastoral roles and functions pastoral counseling ethics how

to help people build personal motivation for change grief counseling and crisis intervention post traumatic stress physical and sexual abuse and personality disorders

Staying Power

2005

explores root issues of pastoral discouragement and suggests ways to work through them an invitation to grow in the perseverance central to spiritual life and ministry



Facing Messy Stuff in the Church

2018-01-03

a collection of fifteen case studies that give church leaders practical and realistic preparation to handle tough issues like sexual harassment pornography divorce and the effects of

abortion the book includes discussion questions an appendix for facilitating discussions and a bibliography of additional resources

The Business of Church

2009-05-26

studies have shown that most pastors enter the ministry to help people and preach the word of god yet 80 90 of their time spent in the ministry has nothing to do with either of these

noble desires most of your time as a pastor is spent managing the business of church the vast majority of my pastor friends are failing miserably in this area why seminary does not

teach business principles in this book you will identify crucial business areas that can have an incredible impact on your local church successfully addressing the crucial concepts in this

book can ensure the sustainability reach and ultimate success of your church back cover

Moving On---Moving Forward

2007

for most pastors and church staff members gone are the days of serving at the same church for twenty or thirty years what s more the landscape of pastoral hiring has changed with the

advent of more sophisticated search committees the internet and professional search firms but the fine art of changing churches or moving to a new career isn t something most of us

learned in seminary whether you are searching for your first position or are a seasoned veteran wrestling with if when and how to move on moving on moving forward will help you

navigate the ins and outs of the ministry employment maze based on research with nearly 200 pastors who themselves have gone through transitions in ministry this book uniquely



addresses the needs of people in ministry it deals with the crucial and sometimes painful emotional and familial issues involved in ministry transition and it is immensely practical and

informed by many real life examples topics covered include dealing with search committees writing a letter of resignation preparing a resume negotiating compensation and more includes

charts and worksheets

Worshiping with United Methodists

2006

revised and updated this popular book shows pastors and worship leaders the basics of united methodist worship in this straightforward and updated commentary hoyt hickman explains

the basic pattern of united methodist worship within the broader context of christian worship drawing upon five basic principles the author explains the formative nature of worship and

how it can revitalize persons lives these principles are god s word is primary active congregational participation is crucial spontaneity and order are both important worship should be

relevant and inclusive and worship is communion this revision will highlight the african american contribution to um worship discuss at greater length what the various worship styles

mean for us today say more about the formative nature of worship and include updated resources including the abingdon worship annual the abingdon preaching annual and

worshipconnection explains basic resources for planning and leading worship gives the basic pattern of um worship and its origins gives practical suggestions how to renew and revitalize

worship helps pastors be effective leaders in planning and revitalizing worship helps pastors understand and communicate the uniqueness of um worship helps pastors lead their

congregation into a deeper and richer experience of god through worship

The Lutheran Handbook for Pastors

2013-12-16

the lutheran handbook has engaged countless christians in their everyday faith with a distinctive blend of seriousness and humor now the lutheran handbook for pastors does the same

for pastors this book captures all the essential information any pastor needs close at hand to prevail in any circumstance and have a good chuckle along the way how to support and

empower the church council without becoming a dictator or a wallflower luther s five biggest pastoral dilemmas and how he handled them ten things you should never say to a



parishioner how to recover from christmas and easter overload how to preach a stewardship sermon without sounding like you are begging for a raise how to keep both your job and your

family how to use your family members as sermon illustrations without alienating them or boring the congregation how to retire from ministry gracefully plus dozens of other illustrations

diagrams and essential tips book jacket

Preventing Ministry Failure

2014

great ministers don t just happen great falls from ministry don t just happen either a complex mix of factors both internal and external test the limits of your ability to minister

wholeheartedly over the long haul senior pastor brad hoffmann and licensed professional counselor michael todd wilson work with pastors removed from their place of service the

common experiences of these pastors revealed patterns that consistently contributed to burnout ineffectiveness and moral failure if such patterns can be predicted the authors reasoned

can they be prevented preventing ministry failure is a personal guidebook for pastors and other caregivers to prepare them to withstand common pressures and to flourish in the ministry

god has called them to work through the exercises and reflections individually or in conversation with your peers and you ll find yourself better equipped for the challenges of vocational

ministry and more conscious of the presence of god leading you on and restoring your soul

Entering Wonderland

2003-12-01

the book provides guidance and coaching for pastors both new and more experienced in the ministry as they seek to enter and lead a new congregation in an harmonious and effective

fashion



Leaders That Last

2022-03-15

thousands of ministers burn out every year others fall prey to sexual temptation with piercing honesty leaders that last dismantles stale stereotypes about pastors and offers hope for

handling their recurring daily struggles co authored by a minister who admits to struggling with periodic bouts of depression this practical resource offers a hopeful message for pastors of

every denomination serving a church is a lonely business no matter how big the congregation a pastor is expected to be nearly perfect modeling holiness generosity and kindness in

need of moral and emotional support pastors often try to go it alone satisfied with a collection of acquaintances but no true friends starting a pastors in covenant support group changes

all that struggling leaders can throw each other a lifeline when they agree to communicate with caring and candor geared primarily for those in ministry leaders that last is an important

message from two authors who understand the difficulties that come with ministering 24 7 with no sundays off

God's Word to Pastors Revised and Expanded

2003-10-21

a handbook of questions and answers for pastors this quick read handbook packed with biblical wisdom and practical guidance from the pastoral trenches will equip and encourage you

in the midst of ministry bob yandian a veteran pastor of more than 30 years provides answers to common questions relating to your everyday pastoral duties and personal life in god s

word to pastors revised and expanded bob covers topics such as the first pastors conference in acts 20 passion vs calling daily schedules living a balanced life wolves after your sheep

the glorious church pastors need pastors whose flock do you pastor spiritual workaholics family before ministry the pastor s heart the bond of peace bob will help you apply timeless

biblical wisdom to the issues and dynamics of today s pastoral ministry



Ten Commandments for Pastors New to a Congregation

2010-04-01

the opening months of a new pastorate are decisive for how that ministry will unfold so great care should be taken to begin wisely and well simply transplanting programs and habits that

worked elsewhere ignoring the specific dynamics of the new congregation and its people making too few significant changes or making too many insignificant changes will create

problems for the new pastor that may never be overcome ten commandments for pastors new to a congregation offers specific down to earth principles and guidance on how to make a

good beginning one that will lay the foundation for years of fruitful ministry drawing on twenty five years of parish ministry during which he has mentored many new and transitioning

pastors lawrence farris here provides ten guidelines illustrated with relevant examples that identify potential pitfalls and show how to avoid them such areas as preaching pastoral care

self care community and denominational commitments and role clarity are addressed with an emphasis on practical approaches to ministry in a new setting farris also gives clear advice

on how to learn the new congregation and its setting how to set appropriate personal and professional boundaries and how to stay focused on what matters most in a new ministry lively

practical and brief enough for the new pastor to have time to actually read it ten commandments for pastors new to a congregation is a must read both for pastors on the move and for

individuals preparing for first time ministry

Preaching

1998

because they are speaking to a younger society more attuned to lively dialogue and visual images pastors need a fresh wineskin for a timeless message of redemption calvin miller who

has preached and equipped preachers for decades offers a volume of helpful insights for pastors to deliver the heart of the gospel via the jesus endorsed vessel of compelling storytelling

for the working pastor miller s crash course on preaching is a welcomed study now available in trade paper



The Pastor as Spiritual Guide

2000-08-02

rediscover the joy of pastoral ministry in this age of megachurches and declining interest in being part of any organized religion pastors have an especially challenging task often

congregations blame their pastors for longstanding problems that existed in the church even before the pastor came pastors suffer from depression and burnout at an astonishing rate

and the pressure to meet the many demands of ministry can be extremely stressful their family life suffers and often they feel beaten down and discouraged grounded in his own real life

experiences in serving churches howard rice extends hope and insight for pastors and urges them to return to the reason for being in ministry to help people find their way to god soul

care is the heart of a pastor s work and the role of spiritual guide is the most important and life fulfilling task of a pastor renew your heart for ministry with this encouraging read

They Call Me Pastor

2012-01-01

pastor what a beautiful word what a unique relationship it conveys each time someone calls me pastor i am awestruck it humbles me but i am grateful there is no higher privilege than

being a pastor so writes h b london who once again joins with his frequent collaborator neil wiseman to encourage and inspire church leaders with their most passionate stirring book to

date they call me pastor is an unabashed celebration of the deeply felt bond between a pastor and the congregation he serves a testimony to the love of god and the miracles it can work

in the lives of a shepherd and his flock if only his love is shared and allowed to flourish

One Hundred Years of Ministry

2007-03-20

four pastors wives all desperate for something is it possible that their desperation will lead to hope mimi lisa jennifer and felicia all live in the fishbowl of red river ohio everyone expects



something from them gourmet casseroles perfect husbands well behaved children they expect even more of themselves the constant demands and always ringing phones are enough to

drive any sane woman crazy add to all that the condescending katherine fleming katt self promoting pastor s wife of the town s largest church who loves to flaunt her superior position in

the midst of such chaos will each woman find the one thing she longs for when the unflappable kitty katt starts showing up at odd places the four friends get suspicious is kitty hiding

something what secrets lie behind her perfect exterior but even more significant than unraveling kitty katt s secrets is finding answers for themselves

Desperate Pastors' Wives

2011-09

renowned preachers and teachers such as james boice joel nederhood sinclair ferguson and r c sproul contribute to this volume on the preacher his message and method of presentation

The Preacher and Preaching

2017

ethics in christian ministry is about preparing for the highs and lows of ministry by internalizing and rehearsing the ethical essentials of christ centered pastoring

Ethics in Christian Ministry

2000-10

presents the basic concepts and techniques of counseling with appropriate illustrations discusses the effective use of scripture in counseling contains a glossary and a bibliography



Psychology of Counseling

2018-03-01

and my speech and my preaching was not with enticing words of human wisdom but in demonstration of the spirit and of power 1 corinthians 2 4 this book examines three things that are

of utmost importance in this fight of faith the first is our armory which is the inspired word of god the second is our army the church of the living god which we must lead under our lord s

command the third is our strength by which we wear the armor and use the sword the message in this book when originally presented by charles spurgeon in his final address to his own

pastor s college was received rapturously and enthusiastically it was almost immediately published and distributed around the world and in several languages after charles spurgeon s

death in 1892 34 000 copies were printed and distributed to pastors and leaders in england through mrs spurgeon s book fund it is with great pleasure that we present this updated and

very relevant book to the lord s army of today

The Greatest Fight

2004

hansen knows not all churches are easy to love but in this guide he offers help for pastors to grow in love and devotion toward their churches an indispensable part of their ministry

Loving the Church You Lead

2020-01-06

advice on how to care for pastors kids and allow them to find their own faith and identity pastors kids are often burdened by others expectations but there is a wonderful solution both at

home and in the church grace in this revised refreshed version of barnabas piper s best known book the author candidly shares his own experiences as son of pastor and bestselling

author john piper offering a challenge to our churches and to the families at their very heart how to care for pastors kids and allow them to find their own faith and identity foreword by



john piper

The Pastor's Kid

1997-01-01

clergy killers offers remedial strategies for pastors and congregations who want to protect themselves against the abuse of parishioners with personality disorders mental illnesses and

mean streaks in situations that go well beyond mere church conflict

Clergy Killers
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